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Claudia Stoll ’18 talking about the Sakhalin fir and John Creech.

Photograph by Polly Ryan-Lane

E

very tree in the Botanic Garden’s collection has a story behind it. If our
trees could speak, they might tell all—about their species, where they originate,
when they were brought to other places around the world, how humans have used
them, and how they came to be growing at Smith College. Admittedly, some of
the stories are probably more interesting than others. Recently, we discovered
some exciting information about two of our campus trees. Moreover, how we
came to discover these stories is an interesting story in itself.
Director Michael Marcotrigiano devised a project for his horticulture class that
would give our trees a voice to tell their stories while making for an interesting
assignment for his students. He decided to call it TreeSpeak. He would select
particular tree specimens on campus, and students would choose a tree from the
list, research all aspects of the tree, write a script, and then record it. Through the
magic of modern technology, this recording would be made available to anyone
with a smartphone who walks by the tree. We will put signs on the tree with QR
codes (see the sample label), and by using a QR code reader (a free downloadable
phone app) the TreeSpeak audio can be heard on the phone. This project was
started with the spring 2014 class and worked well, so we decided to continue
with the fall 2014 class. As Michael was selecting trees in front of Smith buildings
along Elm Street, from College Lane toward Paradise Road, he needed just one
more tree, and so crossed Paradise Road and selected a fir tree near Scales House,
Abies sachalinensis, Sakhalin fir
Abies sachalinensis, the Sakhalin fir, native to eastern
Asia. He might have chosen another tree, but
his choice of this tree made all the difference.
It was my job to review, fact-check, and edit the
scripts before students recorded them. The student
who selected the Sakhalin fir tree, Claudia Stoll ’18
(see her article about James Rose on page 11), wrote
that the tree was grown from plant material collected
in the wild in Hokkaido, Japan, by John Creech. Dr.
Creech was a well-known horticulturist and plant
collector who worked for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) for 33 years, conducting many
plant explorations in Asia and eventually becoming
the director of the U.S. National Arboretum. I thought
it doubtful that our tree was from seed collected by
John Creech, but when I queried Claudia, she told me
A sample TreeSpeak label. The QR code on this label works! Try it out and hear
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Student and Alumnae
Updates Madelaine Zadik
G raduating senior Jen Rioux ’15 was a
summer intern at the Botanic Garden in 2012 and
for the last three years continued working with us
for her work-study placement as a student outdoor
garden assistant. She has accepted a position as
an assistant horticulturalist at the Chicago
Botanic Garden starting May 26. Jen will be
working predominantly in the Krasberg Rose
Garden and the Heritage Garden. Her
responsibilities will include leading crews under the
direction of the senior horticulturist to perform general
landscape maintenance and installation, responding
to public questions for general information,
providing current information regarding plant
accessions, removals, transfers, and label
requirements, labeling plants, and assisting with special events.
Tara Stark ’15 was a summer intern in 2014 (see her Botanic Garden News
article about her project tracking spring blooming, which is on page 14 of the
Fall 2014 issue). She just accepted a summer position managing a 3,250
square foot garden at the Minneapolis Jewish Community Center. She’ll also
be teaching elementary school children about gardening and sustainability.
Jessie Blum ’15 has been an outdoor garden assistant this past year, and as
a summer intern in 2014 she worked on identifying, mapping, and controlling
invasive species on Smith property along the Mill River. She will be putting
her skills to use this summer at the Tower Hill Botanic Garden in Boyleston,
Massachusetts. We’re hoping she’ll be able to remain involved in the New
England Wild Flower Society invasives project.
Elise Simons ’09, summer intern in 2008, has been accepted to Tufts’
Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning program. She wrote, “Thank
you so much for your help and support … I am very excited to start this next
phase in my life. How are things at Smith? There must be some blossoms
starting on the Order of Bloom trail by now—I think of that still every spring.
Hope you’re doing well!”
After a few years at Wave Hill taking care of the Wild Garden, Syretha
Brooks ’08, former work-study student assisting Arborist John Berryhill, has
just started at the Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens in Boothbay as
horticulturist. She’s responsible for the Rose and Perennial Garden, Great
Lawn gardens, and the Children’s Garden. Syretha enthusiastically
said, “It is very exciting to be at this garden as it is still growing,
both in terms of membership and reputation as well as
physically; plans are underway for a conservatory of
NYBG proportions in the near future!”
After leaving Smith, Rachel Rock-Blake ’09,
former Botanic Garden STRIDE scholar and summer
intern, went to the University of Connecticut, for a
masters degree in ecology. In January, she began at
the New York Botanical Garden as Assistant Curator
of Outdoor Collections, responsible for assisting
with the curation, management, evaluation,
inventory, and documentation of outdoor hardy
plant collections, as well as the development of an
on-line searchable inventory of outdoor gardens and
plant collections. 
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F or twenty years, photographer Vaughn Sills traveled through the
Deep South searching out and collecting images of African American folk
gardens. As expressions of their creative landowners, these unique gardens
represent African culture that is thriving and blooming in American soil.
Many of the gardens’ design elements and their spiritual meanings can be
traced to the yards and gardens of American slaves and further back to their
African heritage. Some of these traditions originate in religious practices,
particularly of the Yoruba and Bakongo people. Bottles on trees, for
example, are said to protect a home by trapping evil spirits. White is often
associated with the sacred and with good character or may represent the
world of the dead. Pipes stuck in the ground serve as a communication
channel with the spirit world.
Sills’ stunning black and white photography emphasizes the space and
layout of the gardens rather than specific plantings. This contrasts strongly
with the color-driven, visual hyper-formality of plantings in European
horticultural styles.
Instead, these traditional
African American
gardens are organized
by what some have
called the spiritual and
visual representation of
the artist’s logic. The
gardens are proud
individual assertions of
a communal identity,
communicated through
a shared language of
spiritual and cultural
symbols and meanings.
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Annie Belle Sturghill with her garden

Eula Mary Owen’s Yard

Vaughn Sills is Associate Professor Emerita of Photography at Simmons
College. She has exhibited her photographs widely in museums and galleries,
and her work is in collections at the DeCordova Museum, Harvard Art
Museums, and the Polaroid Collections. Sills has received several significant
awards, including the Artist Fellowship in Photography from the
Massachusetts Cultural Council, a grant from Artadia Dialogue for Art and
Culture, and the Gold
Award from the
Garden Writers
Association.
In her photography,
Sills has focused on
the interconnected
threads of family and
landscape. In her later
work, the spiritual
aspect of human life is
reflected in the
landscapes of gardens,
and other cultivated
and uncultivated land.

James Cox in his garden

A selection of 30 photographs from Sill’s book,
Places for the Spirit: Traditional African
American Gardens, is on display in the Church
Exhibition Gallery at the Lyman Plant House
through September 2015. The photographs are
more than documentation. As works of art, they
are about light, form, space, and perspective, as
well as the beautiful creations they are depicting.
The images evoke the hot sun and the soft humid
air of the South. They offer a doorway into the
lives of the gardens’ creators. 
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that she got the information from the
Botanic Garden’s database! Looking at our
records, the information seemed a little
vague. The fir might have been grown from
material collected by Creech, or perhaps
from progeny of the original material
collected. We needed to find the truth.
Fortunately, we maintain detailed plant
records. In this case, the records indicated
we had gotten the plant from the USDA
plant introduction station in Glen Dale,
Maryland, in 1980. We had the number
they assigned to the plant, although the
USDA closed that plant introduction
station years ago. Luckily, Michael has a
friend and colleague, Susan Bentz, who
works at the USDA, and he thought she
might be willing and able to access the old
records. After some research, Susan
surmised that the material we got was in
fact grown from the seed that John Creech
collected in Japan in 1955, but she didn’t
know whether they had sent us a plant or
seed. That’s where good recordkeeping
comes in. Our records indicated that we
received a plant. Susan sent us copies of
their original seed storage and germination
records and a copy of the order they
shipped to us in 1980.

Original seed card from the USDA “seed storage card drawer”

[sic]

Photograph by Polly Ryan-Lane

Copy of the USDA shipping order to Smith College, found in the “distributions by state drawer”

Larix sibirica, Siberian larch, next to Jordan House,
a gift from one world leader to another

Looking at the list of other plants we received from the USDA in 1980 (see
card above), I decided to investigate and see how many of those plants were still
in our collection. Only one, Larix sibirica, Siberian larch, was still alive and,
although she hadn’t asked, I let Susan know. My next email from Susan
provided quite the surprise. The USDA records indicate that the larch we got
from them was part of a group of seeds and plants that Russian Premier
Khrushchev presented to President Eisenhower as a gift! Susan gave me a link to
a newspaper article about the gift, and said, “Apparently they were part of a
fairly generous Christmas gift of plants and trees to the Eisenhower family,
coming shortly after Khrushchev’s happy 1959 visit to the U.S. but before
relations soured over the U-2 incident in the spring of 1960.”
That sent me back to the Botanic Garden’s old records, stored away in a filing
cabinet with other ancient papers. I managed to find the original list from the
USDA, dated January 30, 1980, with notes that we placed our order on February
19, and received the plants on April 4. In the descriptions of the plants all it said
about the larch was that the plant was from cultivated material in the USSR.
Perhaps they were trying to hide the fact that Eisenhower never planted them on
(Continued on page 5)
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his Gettysburg farm (as newspaper articles below said he would) or perhaps the
USDA was afraid they would be overrun with orders for the plant. In any case,
we had been lacking some very significant information about this tree of ours.
The U.S. National Arboretum apparently received only a few of the
Krushchevian gift plants, but not any of the larch. Since the tree has such
historical significance, they are now interested in propagating our tree for their
collection!
This amazing discovery of facts regarding plants that have been in our
collection for 35 years makes us think that perhaps we should investigate
some of our older accessions that we received as plant introductions from
the USDA. Who knows what other stories our trees might tell! 

Newspapers around the country featured articles about
Khrushchev’s botanical gifts. Here are some examples from North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Florida.
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Calathea lancifolia:

O

kay, I’ll admit it. Over time I get
bored with my plant collection and one of my
all-time favorites becomes as mundane and
unnoticeable as a blade of grass on a lawn. It
seems I must add something new to keep me
excited enough to care for my houseplants. Of
course, some lucky person gets the now
boring plant and I get space for something
new and exciting. I previously wrote about
Venus flytrap, Darwin, and the incredible
adaptation of carnivory (see Botanic Garden
News Spring 2014, page 3). Is it an odd
coincidence that my new favorite plant also
“moves” and, as I later found out, has a close
relative studied by Darwin?
My new plant is Calathea lancifolia, with
the unfortunate and undeserved common
name of rattlesnake plant. Native to Brazil, it
is a member of the plant family Marantaceae,
which contains several ornamental species. I
have always thought that this plant has foliage
too beautiful not to have been consciously
bred by humans. It appears so ornate that one
could only imagine it as the end result of
decades of crosses to jazz it up. It needs no
jazzing. The foliage is a natural wonder, a
combination of colors and patterns. The light
green upper leaf surface is edged in dark
green, and running up the middle (technically
the midrib) is a pattern of dark markings that
resemble a stem with dark tiny leaves glued to
it. As if that is not enough, the underside of
the leaf is a lovely light purple. But who sees
the bottom of the leaves? You do and the
plant assists you with this. Related to the aptly
named and widely available prayer plant,
Maranta leuconeura, which folds up its
leaves to the heavens on a daily basis, the
rattlesnake plant follows suit. These
movements are driven by a part of a larger
biological phenomenon called circadian
rhythms (24-hour cycles). Darwin studied the
rhythmic movements of prayer plant leaves
during exposure to normal day lengths and
during a 36-hour dark period. The plant
appeared to have some kind of “memory,” as
it continued to show diurnal (daily)
movements even in the 36-hour period of
dark. The human resistance to changes in day
length, as demonstrated by the syndrome
known as jet lag, is also a circadian rhythm
phenomenon. When your brain cannot quickly
adjust to a shift in your dark/light cycle
following rapid travel across time zones, you
feel out of sync with the new time zone.
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Michael Marcotrigiano

Like Maranta, Calathea spreads
its leaves during the day and folds
them up at night. The common name
prayer plant for Maranta was given
because it resembles praying hands at
night. Unlike tropic movement, such
as phototropism, where plants grow
toward light, Maranta and Calathea
display nastic movement. Nastic
movements are not dictated by the
direction of the stimulus but rather
by the plant itself. In the case of day/
night movement the correct term is
nyctinastic. How can this happen?
At the base of the leaf petiole is a
region called the pulvinus. This area
shrinks or swells as water moves in
or out, which literally forces the leaf
to slowly change orientation. A
similar action causes the more rapid
closure of Venus flytraps (enough
Calathea lancifolia with its foliage in the “ up”
position. Photograph by Pamela Dods ’08.
biology for now).
As to why this day/night movement happens, there is much speculation and
theory, mostly by ecologists. One thought is that the slanting upward leaves
cause dew to accumulate and drip onto the root zone, assisting in hydration.
Others speculate that the upwardly aligned leaves rid themselves of standing
water, reducing chances for microbial infection. Another theory is that more
closely arranged leaves lose less water since they create a localized humid
environment. Darwin hypothesized that such movements caused localized
temperature stability to prevent chilling. No matter what the cause, such
movement is fascinating to witness and one more characteristic to enjoy.
Obtaining this species was once difficult, and the Botanic Garden acquired
ours from a specialty nursery in 2007. Things have changed. Last year while I
was grocery shopping and in the florist section, there were a dozen or so plants. I
could not believe my eyes. Likely, a breakthrough in propagation and/or
marketing now puts this plant in reach of everyone. (I hope that does not make
me get bored with it too quickly!) Growing the rattlesnake plant is not hard. I
have mine near a window where it receives about 4 hours of sun a day. I keep it
in a classic houseplant soil mix and regularly watered. It sends up a few leaves a
month from below the ground, growing fast enough for you not to give up hope
but slow enough for you not to hate maintaining it. It is propagated by division
should you ever have a friend in need and you are willing to part with some of
yours. Plants that can be divided are gifts that keep giving. I have a Ruscus
hypoglossum that I received in college and have distributed to over 15 relatives
and friends via division.
If you acquire Calathea lancifolia remember to tell your friends that you
bought it for your collection of plants with nyctinastic movement, really odd
pulvini, variegated foliage, and historical links to Charles Darwin. You will
quickly find out who your friends really are. 
On YouTube there is video of Calathea’s nyctinastic movements. Just do a Google
search for “time lapse Calathea lancifolia” and you’ll be able to watch how
circadian rhythms regulate the leaf position in this plant. Yes, someone has
videotaped the plant and it wasn’t me.
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Triage: From Beans to Bodies to Genes

A short history of plant conservation in botanic gardens

All the plants of a given country are at war one with another. The first
which establish themselves by chance in a particular spot, tend, by the
mere occupancy of space, to exclude other species—the greater choke
the smaller, the longest livers replace those which last for a shorter
period, the more prolific gradually make themselves masters of the
ground, which species multiplying more slowly would otherwise fill. 1
De Candolle perceived Nature not as a benign creation of a loving God, but as
a set of organisms battling each other for resources, their roots chasing nutrients
to fuel the branches elbowing aside those of other trees in the canopy. The idea
of species level “winners” and “losers” is as intrinsic to natural processes as it is
to sports, but in the last 100 years the field has become a bit tilted to one side,
that of Homo sapiens.
The human population reached two billion in the 1920s and now, less than
100 years later, has broken seven billion. Current growth is not uniform, with
many European countries having negative population growth, while other
nations approach 4% annual growth. This growth has resulted in a reduction in
natural areas—plantations, fields, mines, forests, and transportation networks
have to produce and move more and more products to large, ever-expanding
megacities.
So where does this leave natural populations of plants and their advocates,

From newspagedesigner.org/photo/jan-2011-endangered-plants
Designed by Lim Yong.

T

he term triage (from the French trier, to sort) seems to
have been used first on French coffee plantations as a systematic
approach to categorizing beans—the broken, the malformed, the
diseased, the small, and the good—such that sorters had a
framework for producing a uniform product. This concept was
brought to the battlefield by Napoleon’s surgeon, Baron
Dominique-Jean Larrey, who also established an ambulance
corps to pull bleeding soldiers from battle. The wounded were
then categorized, with highest treatment priority given to the
most lightly wounded, those who could be returned to battle
most quickly for a second chance at death. Later wars produced
different, less draconian sets of categorization. In today’s era of
unpredictability, local hospitals have triage protocols in place in
case of unforeseen disasters.
Biologists, by nature, are collectors, sorters, and categorizers,
but the concept of triage, the sorting of nature’s wounded, has
come late to the profession. Extinction, the end of an organism
or of a group of organisms (most often applied on the species
level) has been a part of biological processes for as long as there
has been life. We don’t have to shoo
massive sauropods off our lawns as
biological, climatic, or astronomical events have
rendered the colossal lizards extinct. The plant
evolution story is rife with whole families, genera,
and species vanishing, subject to the swinging
blades of climate, disease, geological eruptions,
or in the strictest Darwinian sense, losing territory
to a better adapted species. Perhaps influenced
by the carnage of the Napoleonic wars raging
around him, the Swiss botanist Augustin Pyrame
de Candolle (1778–1841) foreshadowed Darwin’s
ideas as he wrote:

Rob Nicholson

especially the world’s botanic gardens?
Botanic gardens, simply put, evolved. From
their beginnings as collections of medicinal,
culinary, and ornamental plants in
monasteries and palaces in both
hemispheres, botanic gardens became
repositories of scientific knowledge about
plants. But they approached building
collections with a stamp collection
mentality: one of each would do, a half-scale
Noah-ism. Rare plants were talismans or
treasures in collections, much like the
coveted stamp with the upside-down
airplane, the Inverted Jenny.
But scientific winds were shifting and this
would influence the operations of the
world’s zoos and botanic gardens. De
Candolle’s idea of “Nature’s War” became
expanded, in Switzerland, to include
humans. Based in Gland, Switzerland, the
World Conservation Union, or International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN), is an
international group concentrating on the
monitoring and protection of rare plant and
animal species. In 1963 the IUCN began
releasing a “battlefield report, The Red List
of Threatened Species,2 in effect, a triage list
of the wounded.
Individual species are placed in one of
several categories: Least Concern, Near
(Continued on page 8)
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Structure of the categories, from http://
jr.iucnredlist.org/documents/redlist_cats_crit_en.pdf

Threatened, Vulnerable, Endangered,
Critically Endangered, Extinct in the Wild,
Extinct, Data Deficient, and Not Evaluated.
The work of the IUCN and the authoritative
nature of the Red List are now the standard
for species conservation worldwide. The
current Red List includes approximately
12,000 plant species, although thorough
documentation exists for less than 10% of
this number. About 20 plant families have
50% or more of their species listed as
threatened, with the gymnosperm families,
particularly the cycads, showing high
vulnerability (see www.iucnredlist.org).
In the United States the listing of
endangered species began in 1966 with the
creation of the Endangered Species
Preservation Act, legislation designed to
preserve rare species habitat. In 1973, during
Richard Nixon’s administration, it was rewritten with additional categories such as
“threatened” added to the existing
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“endangered.” This act has now been expanded to five categories and regulates
species conservation throughout the United States. Conservation of rare and
endangered (R&E) plants began to be viewed from two strategic models. Insitu conservation, the preservation of the endangered species’ habitat and
populations, was an approach best exemplified by groups like the Nature
Conservancy, an NGO that acquires the land where endangered plant
populations are found and manages that land such that these species endure.
The other conservation strategy, ex-situ conservation, is the organized
collection, propagation, and cultivation of R&E plants (or animals) in captive
populations in botanic gardens, nature preserves, and zoos. These safe-guarded
ex-situ collections can provide material for reintroduction, genetic analysis,
and conservation biology research, as well as for propagation, conservation
education, and display, in addition to other rationales.
Initially housed at the Arnold Arboretum, and currently at the Missouri
Botanical Garden, the Center for Plant Conservation (CPC) began in 1984 to
fund the collection of R&E plant species in the U.S. by botanic gardens for
conservation purposes, often in collaboration with federal agencies. Their
approach went far beyond the collection of one or two individuals by multiple
gardens and concentrated on regional efforts and a more genetically based
collection strategy. Their rule of thumb for building ex-situ populations of rare
species, after consulting with population geneticists, was “5-10-90.” Seed or
cuttings collections gathered from five populations, ten individual plants in
each, would capture 90% of the gene variants of the species. This expanded
view of how many endangered species plants botanic gardens should
maintain—a minimum population of 50—has had both successes and failures,
largely turning on administrative and personnel changes, the great Achilles heel
of botanic garden conservation efforts. It did, however, usher in a new mindset
toward species conservation among America’s botanic gardens and arboreta. A
new cohort of botanic garden staffers became attuned to the realities of
endangerment and extinction, viewing their collections as genetic resources
rather than the century’s old stamp collections.3
I had the pleasure of being involved in the initial collections funded by the
CPC. Over a five year period, I collected over two dozen species of R&E
woody plants for the Arnold Arboretum, resulting in a marked increase in their
holdings of such plants. Each collection was accompanied by a field report
detailing soil, light and moisture conditions, and associated species, so that
important horticultural parameters were often gleaned from field collection
data.
The landscape of many botanic gardens is more likely than not designed for
large numbers of species but one or a few individuals of each. The idea that
botanic gardens would now be expected to house up to 50 specimens each of
multiple endangered trees caused some rethinking of design principles. I
offered some ideas, suggesting that rare and endangered plants might best be
grown in specially designed gardens, possibly designed from scratch. 4
Coinciding with the CPC efforts was the rise of the disciplines of
conservation biology and restoration ecology. These created a new academic
framework for rare plants, with more ecologically and genetically based
analysis. This required managers with specialized training that was often more
suited to NGOs or universities than the more publicoriented pursuits of botanic gardens. But all gardens
that aspire to being botanic gardens should be involved
with rare and endangered plants, at least on a local
level. Equally important is educating the public about
the increasing vulnerability of the world’s flora.
Currently, the most influential organization
addressing plant conservation internationally is Botanic
Gardens Conservation International (BGCI), active
since 1987. This ever-expanding consortium of botanic
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Wild Collecting
This article first appeared in January
in Insight (www.smith.edu/insight), an
online publication that chronicles the
ideas, intellectual life, and creative
thinking inherent within the culture of
research and the liberal arts at Smith
College.

Naila Moreira

Naila Moreira provides writing counseling in
the Jacobson Center, specializing in science
writing. She teaches first level writing
courses in the English Department, and
during the summer she teaches nature and
science writing in the Summer Science and
Engineering Program.
Helping to protect
endangered species like this
rare magnolia is one of the
most gratifying aspects of
Rob Nicholson’s work as
manager at Smith’s Lyman
Conservatory. Nicholson and
a group of students collected
samples of the rare plant in a
swamp in Gloucester,
Massachusetts. See page 7 of
the Fall 2013 issue of Botanic
Garden News for more about
this collecting trip.

A

n Aztec curse seemed like a minor obstacle as Rob Nicholson,
manager for the Lyman Conservatory of the Botanic Garden of Smith College,
climbed a monkey-hand tree in Oaxaca, Mexico, to gather plant samples.
The Aztecs forbade the plucking of the tree’s fruit and revered the medicinal
properties of its hand-like flower. But Nicholson had long hoped to collect
the plant’s seed. He made his way toward the oblong pods on the upper
boughs. Who believes in an ancient curse, anyway? Then the branch broke.
Nicholson’s son, along for the expedition and then just 14 years old, “was
devastated. He thought I was dead, because I was knocked out,” says
Nicholson. “He still doesn’t like to talk about it.” After that, Nicholson
decided to leave the monkey-hand fruit alone.
Nicholson’s collecting trips have taken him all over the world. As
conservatory manager, he oversees efforts to propagate and share the plants
he has collected as well as those he receives from other botanists for research
and preservation efforts. The plants are housed in the Lyman Conservatory
or sent to arboreta and conservatories in the United States and overseas.
Nicholson also curates the conservatory’s collection of more than 2,500 plant
species. That includes managing the annual bulb and chrysanthemum shows,
which attract tens of thousands of visitors to the conservatory each year.
On one average day, Nicholson is found not up a tree but in the more
prosaic surroundings of the conservatory’s potting room. A smell of soil
pervades the room. On the shelves is a clutter of clay pots, watering cans,
twine and industrial-sized bags of vermiculite and soil. On a lab bench sprouts
a garden of paper cups, each filled with plant matter. Nearby, four pots of tiny
conifers no greater than knee height—Cupressus atlantica and Taiwania
cryptomerioides—are marked “Polly Hill Arboretum, Monday pick-up.”
This is Nicholson’s daily world, and he’s hard at work. Those paper cups
contain seeds and spores collected from fruiting plants in the conservatory.
They’ll be sent to an international seed exchange with 350 participating
botanic gardens.
Many of Nicholson’s samples are rare or endangered species, which he tries
to propagate and disseminate. Cupressus atlantica is an endangered Moroccan
cypress, endemic to a single river basin in the Atlas Mountains. Recently,
Nicholson explains, Smith student Jacqueline Maasch ’16 managed to
(Continued on page 10)
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gardens, with over 700 members (including
the Botanic Garden of Smith College) in 118
countries, has become the world leader
working to identify and save the planet’s
flora. Its publications are a great asset to
plant curators worldwide, and the networking
it fosters between gardens has greatly
advanced the quality and quantity of R&E
plants in cultivation (see www.bgci.org).
The future of many plant species is in
doubt and it is the responsibility of botanic
gardens to convince people of the crucial
importance of species conservation. I recall
returning on a flight from doing field work
with the critically endangered Torreya
taxifolia, the plane’s cargo hold filled with
hundreds of cuttings en route to the
propagation greenhouse. Beside me sat a
businessman and once we got to chatting, I
explained I was involved with a species
rescue project for a critically endangered
tree. He stopped and thought for a moment,
then looked at me and asked, “Do we really
need to save every species?” It was a valid
question that ecologists today debate, but one
could see his cost/benefit mind at work. I had
worked as a riveter in an aircraft engine
factory for a year so knew the precise and
integrated nature of our plane, and I replied.
“Look out the window at the wing. See all
the rivets that are holding the wing together?
We probably don’t need all of them to keep
the wing on. But imagine they are species
and they are randomly falling out, one at a
time, and then tell me when you want to
stop.” 
References
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propagate this cypress and several other
rare trees. The Taiwania cryptomerioides,
too, is a member of the cypress family and
has become endangered due to illegal
logging in its native China and Taiwan. The
saplings are destined for other arboreta,
where they will be protected in case the
wild populations go extinct.
“A lot of times, the most critically
endangered stuff isn’t going to live in New
England,” Nicholson says. “We have a
pretty rough climate here. What we seem to
be good at is getting material, propagating
it, and then finding a good home for it.”
Nicholson’s expeditions have often
formed the basis for this work. In the
1990s, he collected a cloud-forest sugar
maple in the Mexican biosphere preserve
El Cielo. A relative of the familiar, colorful
New England tree, the Mexican maple is
the rarest species in North America. But
Nicholson’s collected tree proved resistant
to propagation. For years, it stood as a
single exemplar in the Lyman
Conservatory, one of only two known wildcollected cloud-forest sugar maples in the
country.
This year, however, Nicholson and
Maasch managed to propagate the maple
using extremely high-strength hormone
treatments on cuttings. They’re now
working with the U.S. National Arboretum
in Washington, D.C., to conduct molecular
genetic analysis on the tree to learn more
about its genetic makeup.
Through the analysis, Nicholson also
hopes to discover how the cloud-forest

With the help of Jacqueline Maasch ’16J, Nicholson
has successfully propagated a cloud-forest sugar
maple from a sample he collected in Mexico in the
1990s. It is one of only two known wild-collected
samples of this tree in the United States.

In the conservatory’s potting room, Rob Nicholson pots a rare magnolia from a stand
reportedly once visited by Henry David Thoreau.

sugar maple adapted to climate change. Maples likely first migrated to Mexico
during glacial periods. It’s unclear whether they’ve now kept the hardiness to
cold of their northern cousins. Genetic work might answer this and other
questions about how the species has changed.
Such plant collection, says Nicholson, frequently offers unexpected
opportunities for collaboration. “You might collect a plant ... and it might sit
there for 20, 30, 50 years, and then it suddenly becomes an important tool for
someone’s research,” he says. From his El Cielo trip, “five of the plants I
collected in that one day ended up in peer-reviewed research papers, because we
were the only ones who had them.”
The samples from the collecting expeditions spawn work in medicinal
therapy research, genetic analyses, and horticultural breeding.
In 2003, for example, Nicholson and his colleagues analyzed a Mexican yew,
Taxus globosa, for possible medicinal use. Close relatives of the yew were
known to contain a potent anticancer compound called taxol. But the genetic
diversity of the Taxus genus, as well as which species contained the most taxol,
remained unknown.
Nicholson and his collaborators gathered Taxus species from Scandinavia,
the Philippines, Vietnam, Korea, and Mexico. The Mexican Taxus globose plant
material they collected and analyzed contained over 35 percent more taxol than
any previously tested Taxus species—potentially making the tree a new
economic crop for Mexico. The work, co-authored with Mexican collaborator
Eduardo Estrada, was published in Botánica Económica y Etnobotánica.
But Nicholson is proudest of his work in protecting endangered species. One
tree that he collected in Florida, the stinking cedar or Torreya taxifolia, is
expected to become extinct in the wild. Only a few hundred wild trees remain.
Nicholson’s efforts have produced thousands of rooted cuttings now housed in
botanic gardens and preserves worldwide.
Botanic gardens, he says, must now play a greater role in harboring such
species.
“Given the way population growth and climate change are coupling to create
a decline in wild areas and to change conditions so quickly that plants can’t
migrate or adapt, we’re going to see more and more plants be listed as
endangered,” he says. “I don’t know that botanic gardens have risen to that
challenge to the degree they should, yet.” 

Photograph courtesy of Arlene Eckbo and the
James Rose Center, www.jamesrosecenter.org
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Claudia Stoll ’18

T he early 20th century in the
landscape architecture world was a time
marked by Beaux-Arts style designs that
simulated European Renaissance and
Baroque style gardens, in that they were
incredibly linear and formal, leaving little
room for imagination and improvisation.1
These styles would soon be challenged, as
they already were in the art world, with the
coming of the rebel landscape architect,
James Rose. James Rose, the man who
spoke to rocks and viewed gardens as
simply reflections of people, soon became prominent in the landscape world
with his modern ideas, flowing designs, and humorous comments on what
gardens are or should be.
James Rose was born in 1913. After his father died when he was only five
his family moved from suburbia to the city. He was quite the rebel from the
start; he never graduated high school because he refused to take certain classes.
He then somehow managed to take agriculture courses at Cornell University
and was later accepted as a special landscape architecture student at Harvard.2
At Harvard, it aggravated him that architects would come racing upstairs to the
landscape architects and ask them to make a garden to match their building. He
decided to design “a little garden unencumbered by any buildings, [and] at a
strategic moment, when the architects were thoroughly engrossed in their own
parabolas, [he] dashed upstairs and asked them to design a building for [his]
garden. … The reaction was not at all what [he] had expected; the architects
were insulted, but [he thinks] they missed the point because they are still, at the
eleventh hour, looking for a landscape to suit their buildings.”3 He then got
himself kicked out because he would not submit designs in the structured
Beaux-Arts style, but rather in his own, modern style, as he said in an
interview: “The assignment was posted on the board and at the bottom it read,
‘Anyone attempting a modernistic solution will receive an X.’ Well, I did a
‘modernistic’ solution, got an X; did more ‘modernistic’ solutions, got more
X’s; and eventually they expelled me. I took my X’s to Pencil Points magazine,
now Progressive A rchitecture, and they gave me a two-year contract!” 4
Soon after his expulsion from Harvard, he wrote many articles and books
and designed both corporate and private landscapes. His rebel nature and
spirituality were often portrayed in his gardens because they were extremely
different from other gardens of the time. Lawns were his enemy; rocks were his
friends; and he would often just improvise with his designs and accommodate
whatever was there already. Functionality, however, was central. He disliked
bringing in new materials and would often use leftover construction materials
to make beautiful and rustic sculptures or benches. He switched from large
corporate gardens to private ones as that gave him more freedom and control.
It all starts with how James Rose saw gardens as a conversation, a mirror,
and a sculpture. James Rose used these three metaphors to explain the purpose
and design of gardens in an unconventional and personal way. First, the garden
starts as a conversation, a conversation without words. A conversation involves
listening, being present, being aware, and sometimes talking. But one can’t
have a conversation if one doesn’t know the language. What’s worse is
knowing the language, but not feeling the conversation. If it’s not second
nature to you, you’ll think too much, and spoil the conversation. There has to
be give and take, but it has to come naturally; nothing should be forced or

Claudia Stoll is a first-year at Smith College,
intending to be a German Studies major and
Landscape Studies minor. In fall 2014, Claudia
took Horticulture, for which she gave a
presentation on James Rose. As she continued
her research, she began to take interest in his
philosophies and designs, and soon after wrote
this article. Landscape design has recently
become an interest of hers, mostly because it
combines all the things she loves most: art,
design, plants, and people.

manipulated. You speak to what you are
given. The landscape already in place has
needs and desires, it wishes to be a certain
way, so you must respond to its nature. 5
Another of Rose’s metaphors is a garden
being like a mirror, reflecting the person
who dwells in it. Thus, he was also very
picky about his clients. He believed that
since a garden is a reflection, it should
always be changing to accommodate a
client’s needs and those of nature. One
should be working with and accentuating
nature, he believed, not completely
destroying it and making your own version.
He often wrote that gardeners should be
aware of their natural landscape and climate
and have their garden accommodate looking
good in all weather, seasons, times of the
day, etc., by using lighting, hardscape, and
plants. And, like a mirror, the reflection
should be changing as the owner changes. If
the owner bought a dog or added a room, the
garden should change accordingly. If the
owner decided to have late night parties, the
garden should have more lighting. A garden
is a mirror, “that is, as nearly perfect as a
mirror can get. It has only one flaw. That’s
when you look in it.”5
But, perhaps, the more physical metaphor
is a garden as sculpture. It is not just
something to be looked at or admired, but
something to be interacted with—you “have
to feel you are inside of being outside of
something trying to think everything else
away.”5 It is not something that should
merely be viewed, but something to be
experienced, to be molded, to be constantly
changing. Rose tells readers “to go at the
construction as you might a painting or a
piece of sculpture … to set up a basic
armature of walls and roofs, and open spaces
to establish their relationships, but leave it
(Continued on page 12)
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James Rose
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James Rose and model in 1943 in Okinawa

The fusion of indoors and outdoors in Rose’s home

(Continued from page 11)

free to allow for improvisation. In that way
it would never be ‘finished’ but constantly
evolving from one stage to the next, a
metamorphosis such as we find, commonly,
in nature.” 3 But, then, James Rose never
was a fan of reducing gardens down to
words, so let’s look at his experiences and
designs instead.
His career was only interrupted when he
went to serve in Okinawa during World
War II, where he was inspired by beautiful
Japanese gardens. It was there that he
began designing his home, inspired by the
simple gardens that demanded a peaceful
and aware mind and that complemented
and mimicked nature in every way. Using
scraps that he gathered as a soldier, James
Rose built the first model of his estate. It
involved what he described as a “tiny
village,” rather than just one big house.
One house was his living space, one was
his studio, and the last was a guesthouse for
his sister. The design evolved as he did, and
upon returning home, Rose bought a small
corner piece of land in Ridgewood, New
Jersey, suburbia and, while still abiding by
all rules and laws, designed and built his
home (to the dismay of his high-class
neighbors). After a long period of
construction and some manipulation and
improvisation, the landscape was built.
One of the most striking characteristics
of the Ridgewood estate was the nearly
complete fusion of indoors and outdoors.
Trees that interfered with the house were
simply incorporated into the house, with

branches coming in and out of various hallways and rooms. Brick walls
continued from inside to outside, only separated by glass windows that seemed to
barely be there. Outside rooms were created with trees forming ceilings, and
bamboo hanging arrangements forming makeshift walls. One house was basically
built around a garden, with windows peering in at all sides. Wood bridges
connect the three houses, giving them a treehouse-like feel. Trees were planted
inside the house, and sculptures and seating arrangements were placed outside.
Fountains and pools flow in and out seamlessly. All of this was intended to make
Rose’s living space not just indoors and separate from nature, but seamlessly in
tune with it. His magnum opus exemplifies his rebel nature and his philosophies,
including those of indoor-outdoor fusion, improvisation, flexibility,
resourcefulness.
In a time when geometry and rigidity were accepted standards in garden
design, James Rose rebelled against the social norms of the landscape
architecture world with his modern philosophical designs. Besides many of his
famous projects including his beautiful home, now the James Rose Center for
Landscape Architecture and Design, James Rose left behind books and articles
for those of us who are inspired by his ideas and want to learn more about what it
means to speak the language of gardens, whether or not we decide to talk to
rocks. In the words of James Rose, “We’re doing such wonderful things. I can’t
wait to see. I mean it. I can’t wait—I have a date with a rock and you know how
they are. So, ’bye now. Don’t think it hasn’t been wonderful. It’s been quite an
experience. Wild, if you know what I mean. Wilder, if you don’t …”5 
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Our Mum Hybridizing Tradition

A

t the Spring Bulb Show this year, a woman approached the reception
desk and handed over a copy of a newspaper article from 1948. It was a photo
of her, Elizabeth Bain Payton, Smith class of 1949, with the chrysanthemum
she had hybridized in the fall of 1947 as a student of horticulture. We were
delighted to get this lovely photo and add it to our archives.
It turns out that by the time we established our Chrysanthemum Hall of
Fame (during renovations of the Lyman Conservatory), Elizabeth Bain’s
chrysanthemum was no longer in our collection. For the Hall of Fame, we
photographed all the mum hybrids still growing in the Lyman Conservatory and
displayed them with yearbook photos of their creators in our exhibition gallery
in 2003. The mums and alums are also viewable online along with other past
exhibits.
Today we no longer keep the mum hybrids in our collection. Instead, each
year when the public votes on their favorite student hybrid at the annual Fall
Chrysanthemum Show, we photograph the winner for inclusion in the virtual
Hall of Fame. The tradition still continues. 

You can see student-bred mum hybrids dating
back to 1920 in our online
Chrysanthemum Hall of Fame:
www.smith.edu/garden/exhibits/
alummumexhibit/mumalumshall.html

In 2014, a golden-bronze spoon received the most votes. It was hybridized by
Jessie Blum ’15 in the horticulture class in the fall of 2013. Seed was
collected, germinated, and grown on to produce flowers for last fall’s show.

Best of New England

W

e just received notice from
Yankee Magazine announcing that the
Botanic Garden of Smith College has
been recognized with an Editor’s Choice
Award for Best of New England 2015.
We will be featured in the May/June issue
of the magazine, along with other good
picks for where to go and what to do.
This is not the first time that Yankee
has noticed us. In 2010 they did a feature
on the Lyman Conservatory (at left).
Last year they did an online feature
on us in the middle of winter, called
The Smith College Botanic Garden—
A Glimpse of Green:
www.yankeemagazine.com/explore-new
-england/smith-college-botanic-garden.
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Plant Conservation Poster Presentations

A

s I sat scarifying hundreds of
Moroccan cypress, Cupressus atlantica, seeds
(using sandpaper to abrade the seed coat to
make it permeable to water) in the fall of
2013, I imagined the grand trees my efforts
would someday yield. A year and a half later,
as I carried the final seedling shipment of this
endangered conifer (destined for California) to
the mailroom, a journey seemed to conclude.
What began with a work-study project on rare
and endangered (R&E) species propagation
with Conservatory Manager Rob Nicholson
(see page 9 of Spring 2014 Botanic Garden
News) led me to a Summer Undergraduate
Research Fellowship (SURF), presenting a
poster at a national symposium in Washington,
D.C., and finally to Smith’s Collaborations
showcase for student research this spring.
An increasing number of botanic gardens
include collecting, safeguarding, and
disseminating R&E plant material as a part of
their mission.1 The Smith College Botanic
Garden makes its own contribution to
conservation by propagating R&E taxa and
distributing propagules to other botanical
institutions. My projects have pursued the
following objectives:
1.
2.

3.

To expand the collection of R&E species
at the Botanic Garden,
To propagate these species in order to
build populations from which germplasm
can be distributed, and
To test the efficacy of various vegetative
propagation methods.

I propagated material from 24 members of
eight genera: A cer, A mentotaxus, Cupressus,
Cycas, Euphorbia, Ilex, Magnolia, and Osa.
Our recent Collaborations poster profiled two
notable outcomes of my SURF: our
unexpected success propagating the
endangered cloud forest sugar maple, A cer
skutchii (after years of failed efforts), and the
distribution of about 200 propagules of three
endangered Cupressus species (C. atlantica, C.
dupreziana, and C. vietnamensis) to 19
institutions in seven states.
My SURF also allowed me to help Rob
Nicholson expand on a concept that he had
long been developing, which would aid in
streamlining conservation efforts such as ours.
We proposed a new nomenclatural category,
the conservation genotype, to help institutions
track how many genotypes—rather than
individuals—of R&E taxa are represented in
their living collections. To conserve genetic

Jacqueline Maasch ‘16J

Jacqueline Maasch ’16J is an anthropology
major, environmental science and policy minor,
and sustainable food concentrator. Her interests
include agroecology, biodiversity conservation,
and climate change.

diversity, it is important that botanic gardens
do not only clonally propagate and distribute
one genotype of a species. Our collections
should include many genetically distinct
individuals. The absence of a standardized
naming system for distinct genotypes within
ex situ conservation populations has presented
challenges to those who work with cultivated Presenting her poster at the American
Public Gardens symposium
R&E plants, particularly as genetic material
continually changes hands, e.g., through distribution programs like our
Cupressus exchange. Such a naming system would facilitate effective and
efficient germplasm exchange, collection building, breeding, and propagation.
This proposal is intended as an amendment to the International Code of
Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants,2 which lacks any provision for the
documentation of genetic diversity within ex situ conservation populations, but
inclusion in the code is a long process. In November 2014, we debuted this
proposal at the American Public Gardens Association Plant Collections
Symposium in Washington, D.C.
We were not the only attendees to make a case for conservation at the APGA
symposium. Dr. Chad Husby, now at Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden,
presented on the need for living plant collections to promote biodiversity
conservation. His slideshow featured an image of me at Lyman Conservatory
with cuttings of Euphorbia mayurnathanii, a succulent that was once endemic to
India and is now extinct in the wild. E. mayurnthanii is only one species that
now exists exclusively in cultivation, and has thus been “saved by horticulture.”3
There is an urgent need for botanical institutions to engage each other and the
public in conservation efforts: Earth’s biosphere is in the midst of its sixth mass
extinction, and two-thirds of approximately 400,000 wild plant species could
become endangered within this century.4 Botanic gardens play critical roles in
integrating ex situ and in situ plant conservation, though their potential in this
capacity remains underexploited.1 I feel gratified to have made a small
contribution to conservation through horticulture during my time at Smith. I look
forward to visiting the fruits of my labor, like the Cupressus that I grew from
seed, when they are established in their new homes throughout the country. 
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Females cones on our W elwitschia in Succulent
House (above) and male cones (below) on the
plant in the glass corridor near the restrooms

Photograph by Pamela Dods ’08

W

e are extremely proud of the many rare and unusual plants that we
cultivate at the Botanic Garden, and we like to keep friends informed about what
our plants are up to (the latest photographs appear on our Facebook page).
The Lyman Conservatory features four plants of the unusual W elwitschia
mirabilis, usually referred to as welwitschia, although it has a number of other
names in its native Angola and Namibia. In the Fall 2005 Botanic Garden News
(page 7), we featured an article about this rare gymnosperm, as three of our plants
had just been moved to the glass corridor outside the restrooms. Those were grown
from seed we received from the Munich Botanic Garden, germinating in March
2005. By fall, the leaves were 3.5 inches long. In 2010 at age five, two of the three
plants produced cones, so we were able to determine that they were males (the plant
is dioecious, meaning there are separate male and female plants, which is not the
case with the majority of seed-producing plants). They produced cones again in
2013, and one of them again in the fall of 2014 (see the article on page 5 of the Fall
2014 Botanic Garden News about pollination drop extraction from the cones).
Today, at ten years old, the leaves of the three plants range from 38” to 45” long.
However, the third plant of that group as well as a forth specimen located in the
center bed of Succulent House were still not revealing their gender. The
Welwitschia in Succulent House is older and from a different seed source, which we
received in 2002 from the Berlin-Dahlem Botanical Garden. We postulated that
perhaps the two holdouts were females, which take longer to mature.
In the beginning of March, the older one in Succulent House started revealing
herself, and it turns out our suspicions were correct. The female cones are quite
distinct from the males, in size and shape. They are much larger and plumper. It
turns out the two males started coning again, so maybe we’ll be able to handpollinate them to produce seeds that we can pass along to other gardens. 
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A

lthough first officially noted by
Western botanists in the late 1800s or early
1900s, it wasn’t until a plant exploration in
China in 1996 that Corylus fargesii, the Farges
filbert or hazelnut, was brought to the United
States. Since then it has been growing in a few
arboreta and is only now beginning to find its
way into wider cultivation. At the Morris
Arboretum, the 19-year-old trees are now over
30 feet tall. The species has promise as a
landscape tree, with coppery colored,
exfoliating bark, better than most river birch or
paperbark maples, a nice pyramidal form, and
Farges filbert at the Arnold Arboretum good yellow fall color.
The tree is named for Paul Guillaume Farges (1844–1912), a French Catholic
missionary, botanist, and plant collector, who spent most of his life in China.
Farges collected over 4,000 plant specimens, which he sent to the national museum
of natural history in Paris, including species that were new to Western science.
The bamboo genus Fargesia was named for him, as well as numerous species,
including A bies fargesii, Catalpa fargesii, Decaisnea fargesii, Salix fargesii,
Rhododendron fargesii, and Torreya fargesii, to name just a few.
On his last sabbatical our director, Michael Marcotrigiano, visited several plant
introduction programs, interviewing researchers and growers about some of the
ornamental trees they were working on. He communicated with Thomas Molnar at

Madelaine Zadik
Rutgers about Corylus
fargesii, whose breeding
program concentrates on
the improvement of
hazelnuts. The trees at
Rutgers, grown from the
seed collected in China in
1996, produced a large
crop of nuts last year and Corylus fargesii
he generously gave some seedling at Smith
to us. After stratification (a cold moist
treatment to break dormancy) the seeds
germinated, and we potted them up. We’ll
grow them on in our nursery until they are
large enough to plant on campus. 
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